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About A Survivor’s Odyssey Forum Series
White Snake Projects is proud to present a three part forum
series exploring the issues raised by our world premiere
opera, A Survivor’s Odyssey, including sexual and intimate
partner violence, the male gaze and how it shapes both
men and women’s perceptions of who women are. This is
part of the activist ecosystem in which our operas live.
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WELCOME
Dear Friends:
We are proud to partner with some of the leading advocacy groups working in the area
of sexual and intimate partner violence to host three forums presented as a prelude
to A SURVIVOR’S ODYSSEY: THE JOURNEY OF PENELOPE AND CIRCE, premiering
September 24, 26 and 28, 2021, live in cyberspace. This is the third and final opera in
White Snake Projects’ Pandemic Trilogy, a trio of live online operas exploring social
issues in American society which have been exacerbated by the pandemic: Economic
disparity (Alice in the Pandemic), systemic racism (Death By Life) and now, sexual and
intimate partner violence (A Survivor’s Odyssey.)
Our commitment to social activism means that we work in the immediacy of life and
art. This privilege brings a special responsibility to ensure that you - our cast, crew,
creatives and audiences - are safe. With the help of our partners, we are learning
how to develop, present and discuss these emotionally difficult topics and start by
assuming everyone present at our programming is a survivor. So let me iterate the
content warning we developed collaboratively:
These forums discuss sexual and intimate partner violence, and also focus on
trauma. Please know that support is available at the links below, and please
practice any form of self-care that keeps you safe.
We are grateful to the Boston Rape Crisis Center, Casa Myrna, Asian Task Force Against
Domestic Violence, The Network/La Red, A Call to Men, A Window Between Worlds,
and Jane Doe, Inc., for their support leading us through this journey of learning safely.
And we’re grateful to you, our audience, for your participation as you join us on this
journey towards a greater understanding of sexual violence, intimate partner violence
and the underlying social structures that perpetuate it.

Be safe, be well,
Cerise and all of us at White Snake Projects, An Activist Opera Company
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FORUM SERIES
An Artist’s Odyssey:
Transcending Trauma Through Art
September 13th, 7 PM ET
REGISTER HERE
The Shadow Pandemic: Intimate Partner
and Sexual Violence During Covid-19
September 14th, 7 PM ET
REGISTER HERE
The Fallen Woman Rises:
Confronting the Male Gaze in Opera and Beyond
September 15th, 7 PM ET
REGISTER HERE

PARTNERED WITH
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This conversation explores artmaking as a means of healing
and liberation by survivors of intimate partner and sexual
violence. Panelists will discuss their artwork featured in
White Snake Projects’ virtual art exhibit TO LIVE.

September 13th, 7 PM ET
Register via Eventbrite
Annie Chang, Moderator
Annie is an interdisciplinary artist and art therapist based in Chicago, Illinois.
As a clinician, she is client centered and practices harm reduction, meaning that
she meets people where they are at in their lives and address what they find
most urgent or helpful in their current situation. As an artist, she utilizes materials
and media in the creative process to explore her intersectional identity as a
second Korean American woman.

Cathy Salser, Founder of A Window Between Worlds
Cathy Salser is a Los Angeles durational artist and survivor of childhood trauma
dedicated to co-creating art-based resources for change. Founder of A Window
Between Worlds (AWBW), Cathy has spent 30 years exploring art as a catalyst for
interactive journeys transforming the trauma that lives in our bodies, relationships,
communities and systems. Today this project engages 300+ community sites
providing durational art practices to almost 40,000 participants annually in 31
states as well as Mexico, Pakistan, South Africa and Venezuela. Through this work,
adults and children who have experienced multiple and intersecting forms of
trauma find strength as architects of their own durational journeys of change. Cathy’s lifelong inquiry is: How
can we use art as an anchor for transforming trauma? How might that show up differently in each moment,
and for each individual, context and community? And how can we use art to create a fabric of sustained,
interconnected action?
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Catriona Baker, Animator
Catriona Baker is an Associate Professor and Chair of Animation and Motion
Media at Lesley Art and Design. She is an animator, book artist, and painter.
She researches fairy tales as they relate to the complexities of everyday life such
as marriage, abandonment, abuse, friendship, and death. Other work focuses
on issues of social justice such as sexual assault, domestic violence, female
empowerment, immigration and factory farming. Her work explores visual
consistency between traditional mediums and digital processes. Catriona holds
a BA degree from Mount Holyoke College in Studio Art: printmaking, a BFA degree from Maine College of Art
in painting and an MFA degree from the University of Pennsylvania in animation and painting. Her works
have been shown nationally in galleries as well as private and corporate collections. Her animations have
received national and international accolades that include an International Platinum Pixie award and two
International CINDY (Cinema in Industry) awards.

Carole Alden, Crochet Sculpture Artist
Carole was born in Orleans, France to American parents. She grew up in the
Western US, where she began her art practice, first in clay and bronze, then after
her children were born, shifted to fiber. She was incarcerated in 2006 for an act
committed in self-defense after severe domestic violence. She served 13 years in
prison, where she created art against all odds, developing her whimsical wildlife
sculptures as well as a body of work that reflects experiences of women dealing
with domestic violence and the legal system. Her work has been shown at
national and international conferences and exhibits.
Key Art, “Prison Fish” used by permission of artist
ARTIST STATEMENT
Prison Fish grew out of my frustration with the system that keeps
inconvenient women down in Utah. After experiencing abuse in my first
marriage, I vowed to never put up with it again. Decades later I found
myself enmeshed with an individual who had obscured a violent, criminal
past. My attempts to seek aid through law enforcement were met with
cavalier derision. This attitude emboldened him further. After six months
of physical and emotional torture, which included being forced to watch
while he burned pets alive, he cornered me and I shot him. Being the only
one of five wives to survive being married to this man, and imprisoned for
it, broke my faith in the justice system. I was categorized as a woman who
must have said something to set him off, furthering the attitude that a
good wife keeps her mouth shut or deserves what happens to her. Prison
Fish embodies the despair I felt, having survived something horrific and
preventing the deaths of my children and grand daughters, only to have
the state do their best to destroy what was left of my life. They removed
my identity, broke my health, and attempted to deny any efforts I made
to contribute and be involved with society. Despite this, I persevered in
creating pieces that were the antithesis to the state’s removal of all color, texture, intellectual enrichment,
and family from my life. Each piece was a subversive act. Many were confiscated and destroyed. Prison
Fish is one of a handful that survived.
-CAROLE ALDEN
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This roundtable discussion with organizations from Boston and
beyond will shed light on how lockdown has affected survivors
of sexual and intimate partner violence. This moderated
conversation will be followed by Q&A.

September 14th, 7 PM ET
Register via Eventbrite
Hema Sarang-Sieminski, Jane Doe Inc., Moderator
Hema Sarang-Sieminski is the Policy Director at Jane Doe Inc., the Massachusetts
Coalition to End Sexual and Domestic Violence. Hema works closely with JDI members
to assess, improve and transform how policies and systems respond to survivors and
their communities across the state. Through numerous partnerships and collaborations,
she maintains and fosters meaningful working relationships to support JDI’s policy and
advocacy agenda. Hema supports JDI members in advocating for funding and legislative
and system change impacting survivors. Hema has worked with survivors of partner
abuse and sexual violence for twenty years in a variety of capacities including her work providing training and
technical assistance at the Victim Rights Law Center, private immigration practice, community engagement
in LGBTQ communities with The Network/La Red, and as a Staff Attorney at the Immigration Unit of Greater
Boston Legal Services. Hema has dedicated their career to creating opportunities for wholeness and dignity
for survivors and is committed to approaches to ending sexual violence that address and challenge the
intersections of various forms of oppression. Hema is a Steering Committee member of the Massachusetts
Women of Color Network. Hema was named Best LGBTQ Lawyers Under 40 by the LGBT Bar Association.
Hema received her BA from the University of Pennsylvania and her JD in 2005 from Northeastern University
School of Law.
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Patrick Donovan, Boston Area Rape Crisis Center (BARCC)
Patrick Donovan is the community and prevention projects director at the
Boston Area Rape Crisis Center. In this role, he strategically develops and
maintains collaborations with community partners to prevent sexual violence
and to support survivors. Since 2005, his work has included providing bilingual
trauma counseling to survivors and their loved ones, leading prevention trainings,
supervising youth activists, and working to create safer, more respectful, and
more connected relationships and communities. Patrick earned his master’s
degree from Boston College Graduate School of Social Work.

Erica Perez, The Network/La Red (TNLR)
Erica Perez (any pronouns) is one of the Community Awareness Associates for The Network/La Red. Their
work involves attending outreach events all around Massachusetts to talk to community members and
providers about partner abuse in LGBTQ+, polyamorous, and kinky communities. Erica also facilitates
trainings for domestic violence providers and community groups. Erica’s identities as a genderqueer
Mexican-American queer inform the work they do and how they see oppression and partner abuse as
intricately connected.

Camila Rojas-Pineiro, Casa Myrna
Camila Rojas-Pineiro is Casa Myrna’s Community Advocacy Program Manager
as well as a mother of two and a lifelong dancer. She leads a team of advocates
who specialize in “meeting survivors where they’re at” through outreach at
Boston’s courts, community health centers, and more.

Dawn Sauma, Asian Task Force Against Domestic Violence (ATASK)
Dawn Sauma has worked in social services for over 20 years as a provider,
educator, manager, and administrator within the mental health, school, judicial,
and academic systems. She earned her BA in Psychology and her Masters in
Social Work from the University of Hawaii at Manoa. Dawn is a Licensed Social
Work Clinician (LICSW) in the state of Massachusetts.Dawn has served as both
the Clinical and Programs Director at ATASK. As co-Executive Director, her role
has expanded from providing supervision and management for ATASK’s primary
services in the Community Based Services (CBS) and Shelter programs, and now includes oversight of the
Legal Advocacy program and Education and Outreach. Dawn is bi-racial, Japanese and Caucasian, born in
Alaska and raised in Hawaii; she has now been living in Massachusetts for over 10 years with her family.
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This conversation will take a deep look at how opera’s famous
heroines are shaped by the minds of men, and how this kind of
storytelling affects our culture as a whole. This moderated talk
will include a Q & A session to follow.

September 15th, 7 PM ET
Register via Eventbrite
Cerise Lim Jacobs, Opera Maker + Founder of White Snake Projects,

Moderator

Blessed with “an imagination that rather literally knows no bounds,” opera
maker Cerise Jacobs “might be seen as having single handedly brought on a
radically new operatic dispensation, to wit: librettist-driven opera” (La Scena
Musicale). An opera developer of vision and irrepressible enthusiasm,
she stands at the very center of each development process, initiating the
concept, writing the text, and choosing the composer according to her libretto’s
stylistic demands. Through her production company, White Snake Projects, an activist opera company,
she produces original opera with high production values, investing in American composers adept at
communicating stories of the collective imagination. Cerise’s first opera, Madame White Snake, composed
by Zhou Long, won the 2011 Pulitzer Prize for music. Jacobs has gone on to create many original operas
exploring subjects like mass incarceration, domestic violence, disability, and religious pluralism. Her
most recent opera, Alice in the Pandemic, has been acquired by the Library of Congress Performing Arts
COVID-19 Response Collection. Cerise has been named a 2017 Mover & Shaper by Musical America, an
award given to music professionals driving the performing arts towards a future shaped by their vision, and
one of Boston’s 100 Most Influential People of Color in 2018.
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Ted Bunch, A Call To Men
Ted Bunch is an author, educator, activist, and lecturer working to advance
gender and racial justice and create a more equitable society. Bunch is Chief
Development Officer of A Call to Men and is internationally recognized for his
efforts to prevent violence against women while promoting a healthy, respectful
manhood. He is a leading voice on issues of manhood, male socialization,
promoting healthy manhood/masculinity, preventing violence against all women
and girls, diversity, equity and inclusion, and promoting gender and racial equity.

Elena Araoz, Stage Director
Elena Araoz is a stage director of theater and opera working internationally, OffBroadway and across the country. With White Snake Projects, she directed I Am a
Dreamer Who No Longer Dreams which will next perform with Resonance Works
Pittsburgh. The New York Times has praised Araoz’s productions as “striking,”
“primal,” “wild,” “stirring,” and “refreshingly natural,” The Boston Globe as “riveting,”
“dreamy,” and “vivid,” and The New Yorker as “refreshing.” Time Out New York
mentions, “Elena Araoz is a director with deep wells of imagination; she seems
drawn to magical realist work.” She is a faculty member at Princeton University
where she is leading a research project titled “Innovations in Socially Distant Theatre.”

Mary Prescott, Composer
Mary Prescott is a Thai-American interdisciplinary artist, composer and pianist
who explores the foundations and facets of identity and social conditions through
experiential performance. Featured in “21 for ‘21: Composers and Performers Who
Sound Like Tomorrow,” The Washington Post describes her work as “masterfully
envisioned… a bright light cast forward.” Prescott is an awardee of the McKnight
Composer Fellowship, National Performance Network Creation and Development
Fund, New Music USA, The American Opera Project Composers and the Voice
Fellowship, The Puffin Foundation, Opera America, and several state and regional
arts councils. She has been commissioned by American Composers Forum, Roulette, Living Arts, Public
Functionary, White Snake Projects, Shepherdess Duo, Metropolis Ensemble, Piano Teachers Congress,
and Duo Harmonia; and has held residencies with Roulette, Lanesboro Arts, Avaloch Farm Music Institute,
Hudson Hall, The League of Independent Theater, and Arts Letters and Numbers.

Bobbi Van Gilder, Communication, Journalism, & Media
Department at Suffolk University
Bobbi Van Gilder, Ph.D., is an Assistant Professor of Global & Cultural Communication
in the Communication, Journalism, & Media Department at Suffolk University.
Her scholarly interests intersect intercultural communication, intergroup
communication, and gender and sexuality studies, with particular emphases on
identity, difference, discourse, and social justice. Specific lines of inquiry she has
explored include: discourses of difference, diversity, and marginality (e.g., whiteness,
heteronormativity); identity negotiation and identity management; and social
identity and intergroup relations (e.g., prejudice and discrimination). Her research has been published in
regional, national, and international journals.
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ABOUT WHITE SNAKE PROJECTS
White Snake Projects is an activist opera company making mission-driven work that
unites artmaking with civic practice. We envision a world where the power of opera
expands our collective understanding of community and transforms lives through
creative storytelling. A critical element in our exploration of these themes is the
establishment of authentic connections with thought leaders in social justice to
ensure that our work lives in an ecosystem of activism. We see opera not just as
performance, but as performance with purpose, a vibrant and vital art form that is
also a champion of change.

OUR WORLD PREMIERE OPERAS
2016: Ouroboros Triology, a multicultural trio
of grand operas described as “binge-worthy”
(The Boston Musical Intelligencer), premiered
to great acclaim in September 2016. It
comprised the world premieres of Naga (Scott
Wheeler) and Gilgamesh (Paola Prestini),
and a remount of the Pulitzer Prize-winning
Madame White Snake (Zhou Long). As WBUR
raved, “Boston opera hasn’t seen an event like
this in a long while -- if ever.”
2017: REV. 23 is biting satire composed by
Julian Wachner set in Heaven, Hell, and
everywhere in between. As the Archangel
Michael and Lucifer face off in the battle for
our souls, the opera asks wheter the existence
of evil is necessary for human beings to fully
realize their humanity.
2018: PermaDeath is a videogame opera by
composer Dan Visconti centered on a female
video game champion who has ALS and now
uses a wheelchair. Through the metaphor of
digital avatars in an epic fight to the death, it
confronts the ultimate mystery facing us all
-- our own deaths.
2019: I Am A Dreamer Who No Longer Dreams is
an immigrant operaby composer Jorge Sosa. It
explores the different, yet starkly similar

journeys two women take to get to America,
their attempts to remake themselves in
the American mold, and their realization of
solidarity in their fight against the separation
of children from their parents.
2020: Alice in the Pandemic, the first in White
Snake Project’s Pandemic Trilogy, explores
the economic disparities among our essential
workers. It takes us on a deep dive down the
rabbit hole as we experience the elasticity of
time, the dislocation of losing familiar anchors,
and the uncertainty of depression and death.
2021: Death By Life, the second in White
Snake Projects’ Pandemic Trilogy, explores
the intersection of systemic racism and
mass incarceration through the words of
incarcerated writers. The stories that emerge
show the humanity of those experiencing
incarceration, to forge new bonds, to reconcile
with their actions, to move beyond mere
survival and redefine what it means to live
life fully -- all within the constraints of the US
penal system.
2021: A Survivor’s Odyssey, the final opera
in White Snake Projects’ Pandemic Trilogy,
examines the surge in sexual and intimate
partner violence during the pandemic through
the eyes of Homer’s women in The Odyssey.
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